Panax notoginseng Enhances Wound Healing Efficiency and Quality on Diabetic Rats
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Summary
Diabetic patients are known to have impaired wound healing and a higher risk of diabetic foot ulcer, which may result in amputation. However, drug dressing for promoting wound healing is rarely found. Most commercial dressings can only address the basic needs for diabetes and usually requires a much longer healing time than for non-diabetes. Sanqi, Notoginseng Radix et Rhizoma, is traditional Chinese medicine that shown the effect on treating hemorrhage can be a solution for diabetic wound.

In the in vivo experiment, the alginate dressing with Sanqi can heal the wound 1.5 times faster than the one without it. In this study, the effect of Sanqi on diabetic wound healing in animal model was investigated. In the animal model, SD rats (male: 200g, 2-3 months old) were induced diabetes by intraperitoneal injection, Streptozotocin (STZ) (50mg/kg/day) or sham control (0.1M sodium citrate, pH 4.5), for 2 continuous days. By excising the dorsal skin portion (2cmx2cm), full thickness wounds were created in rats. In each rat, the wound was treated with (a) alginate dressing, and (b) Sanqi alginate dressing. Digital images of the wound site were made twice a week for 3 weeks. The wounds were found 9% faster in terms of wound area percentage decrease than general alginate dressing.

Our results, therefore, suggested Sanqi might contribute in promoting diabetic wound healing efficiency suggesting a new dressing solution to better address chronic wound in a cost-effective manner.

Aims/hypothesis: Sanqi, Latin Pharmaceutical Name is Notoginseng Radix et Rhizoma, a traditional Chinese medicine that shown the effect on treating hemorrhage, may play a role in efficient wound healing in diabetic subjects. We tested whether Sanqi contribute to the healing effect of diabetic wound healing.

Methods: In this study, the effects of Sanqi on wound healing in both diabetic and non-diabetic animals were investigated. In the animal model, SD rats (male: 200g, 2-3 months old) were induced diabetes by intraperitoneal injection, Streptozotocin (STZ) (50mg/kg/day) or sham control (0.1M sodium citrate, pH 4.5) for 2 continuous days. By excising the dorsal skin portion (2cmx2cm), full thickness wounds were created in rats. In each rat, the wound was treated with (a) alginate dressing, and (b) Sanqi alginate dressing. Following the treatment, digital images of the wound site were made twice a week for 3 weeks. HPLC was conducted to indicate the majority active components present in Sanqi, which may participate in the wound-healing event. And the antimicrobial ability of Sanqi in alginate dressing was evaluated.

Results: In both diabetic and non-diabetic animals, higher wound healing rate was found under the treatment of Panax notoginseng when comparing with both positive and negative controls.

Conclusion/interpretation: Our results, therefore, suggested Panax notoginseng might contribute in promoting diabetic wound healing efficiency.
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Introduction
Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is a chronic metabolic disease that could be characterized by uncontrollable high blood glucose (hyperglycemia). According to the statistics of the International Diabetes Federation, there are currently about 700,000 people suffering from diabetes in Hong Kong, in another word, one in every ten people in Hong Kong suffers from this disease [1]. By 2023, the number of people with diabetes in Hong Kong is expected to increase to 920,000. Approximately 25% of these diabetic patients will develop foot ulcers. More than 6.5 million chronic skin ulcers caused by pressure, venous stasis, or diabetes mellitus in the United States annually [2]. Chronic wounds account for an estimated $6-$15 billion annually in US health care costs. There is tremendous pressure on the medical system to develop cost-effective therapies.

Clinically, the aim of the diabetic ulcers management is to provide a moist and clean environment that favors the wound healing [3,4]. It requires offloading the wound by using daily saline or similar dressings to provide a moist wound environment. However, most clinical dressings can only address the basic needs for wound healing while diabetic wounds usually require a longer healing time than for non-diabetes. The healing of wounds in diabetic subject is generally delayed due to peripheral arterial insufficiency, high blood glucose and continuous inflammatory response [5]. Prolonged wound healing causes higher risk of presenting osteomyelitis or cellulitis that may result in amputation.

Sanqi, Notoginseng Radix et Rhizoma, is traditional Chinese medicine that shown the effect on treating hemorrhage. It officially joined the Chinese materia medica during the 16th century [6,7]. Due to its ability to treat all blood disorders, it is the main ingredient of the well-known patent medicine Yunnan Baiyao, which was first marketed in 1902 and remains a favorite emergency remedy for acute bleeding...
disorders [8]. Increasing experimental and clinical research is being conducted on the medicinal effects of Sanqi in recent years, confirming the wide variety of actions ascribed to the plant in traditional herb primers [9]. The antimicrobial ability based on the Standard Plate Count (SPC) shown that that alginate demonstrated excellent antimicrobial ability and Sanqi had the best antimicrobial ability among all herbs tested. Alginate was able to release Sanqi sustainably which was proved by Colorimetry.

In this report, we hypothesize that Sanqi could promote diabetic wound healing efficiency. Using animal models treated with (a) alginate dressing, and (b) Sanqi alginate dressing, the rate of wound healing was investigated. Using HPLC, the majority active components present in Sanqi was revealed. Our results demonstrated that Sanqi contribute in promoting wound healing efficiency in both diabetic and non-diabetic subjects.

**Materials and Methodology**

**Antimicrobial ability assay**

The alginate dressing was prepared by mixing 1 g Sodium Alginate powder in 20 mL of distilled water. Then 0.5 g of herb was mixed in. By Anti-drop method, Calcium Chloride solution was added into Sodium Alginate solution [10]. Petri dishes were filled half full with the sodium alginate & herb mixture. Calcium chloride solution was added onto the Petri dish until the gel completely formed. Milk was dropped on the Petri dish and spreaded. All sampled Petri dishes were covered and kept in room temperature allowing microbial to grow. After 12 days, inspection was performed. To quantify the percentage of visible infected area of each sample dish, a piece of infected area measurement instrument (small square: 50x50 mm) was used to count the infected area. For each Petri dish, the total of small square was 256, making the total surface area of 640,000 mm² (=256x50x50). For accuracy, microscope was used to confirm the existence of bacteria in the visible infected area % of Visible Infected Area = No. of small square of infected area x 100/256.

**Alginate dressing production**

Calcium Chloride solution was prepared by adding Calcium Chloride powder into deionized water until it is saturated; Sodium Alginate solution was prepared by adding 0.5g Sodium Alginate powder in a beaker then combined with 10mL of deionized water (ratio of 1g: 20 ml). Control Alginate dressing was formed by combining Calcium Chloride solution and Sodium Alginate solution in 3:1 ratio. For the Sanqi alginate dressing, 11g of Sanqi was combined with 1.68g CaCl₂, 1g Sodium Alginate, and 20mL of distilled water.

**Animals keeping**

SD rats (200 +/- 50g) were obtained from the Chinese University of Hong Kong. The handling of animal and all procedures were in accordance with National Institutes of Health guide for the care and use of Laboratory animals and Animals (Control of Experiments) Ordinance, Hong Kong, China. The approval of using animals was obtained by the Hong Kong Department of Health, and the Hong Kong Baptist University committee on the Use of Human and Animal Subjects in Teaching and Research. The animals were divided into each treatment group randomly. All efforts were made to minimize animal number and suffering.

**Chemicals**

Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals of reagent-grade quality were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Sanqi origin: Yuen-Nan (GMP no: YN20150054).

**Intraperitoneal injection of streptozotocin**

To set up type 1 diabetic model, rats were kept in the animal room with a 12h of the light and dark cycle. After arrival, the rats were again kept for 1 week prior to experimentation. Streptozotocin (STZ) (50mg/kg/day) or sham control (0.1M sodium citrate, pH 4.5) was administrated in the rats by intraperitoneal injection for 2 continuous days.

**Animal surgical procedures**

In the animal model, by excising the dorsal skin portion (1.5cm x 1.5cm), two full thickness wounds were created in each rat. In each rat, the wounds were treated with (a) alginate dressing and (b) Sanqi Alginate dressing. Following the treatment, digital images of the wound site were made every two days for 2 weeks.

**Statistical test**

Results were presented as means ± standard deviation (SD). The data were analyzed by Student’s t-test and one-way Analysis Of Variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s range test. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant (*p<0.05 in comparison to the control). **p<0.01 in comparison to the control).

**Results**

Sanqi with the least infection area on Alginate after 12 days

Herbal powder was mixed with alginate on petri dish and kept in room temperature for 12 days. The percentage of visible infected area on dish were inspected and quantified with a piece of infected area measurement instrument. Microscopic observation was applied to confirm the existence of bacteria on alginate dish. A few types of herbs, which are traditionally suggested, to apply for enhancing wound healing were analysed in this experiment. However, Sanqi demonstrated the best antimicrobial ability indicating that is suitable for external application.

**Delayed healing was found on DM rats comparing with controls**

In type 1 diabetic model, SD rats were injected with STZ for 2 continuous days. After 1 week, animals underwent surgical operation and each beared two regular-shape (1.5X1.5cm) wounds on the back. In each rat, the wound was treated with (a) alginate dressing and (b) Sanqi alginate dressing. Digital images of the wound site were made twice a week for 3 weeks. The wounds were found 9% faster in terms of wound area percentage decrease than Alginate dressing.

Non-diabetic rats’ wounds recover better than diabetic rats’ wounds by 245% in terms of wound area change. For Sanqi in Alginate, non-diabetic rats’ wounds recover better than diabetic rats’ wounds by 104% in terms of wound area change (Figure 1).
Sanqi speeded up wound healing rate on both DM rats and controls

For non-diabetic rats, the presence of Sanqi in alginate dressing heals better by 82% in terms of wound area change and 9% in terms of wound quality assessment. For diabetic rats, the presence of Sanqi in alginate dressing heals better by 223% in terms of wound area change and 7% in terms of wound quality assessment (Figure 2a-c). These results imply that external application of Sanqi on wounds of type 1 diabetes condition in rats could result in increased healing rate.

With external application of Sanqi, as we can see, the rate of wound area decrease in DM rats (345%) is similar to the rate of wound area decrease in non-DM rat without external application of Sanqi (367%). We suggest that, with external application of Sanqi, the wound-healing rate in DM rats could be redeemed (Figure 2a).

Sanqi promoted higher quality of wound healing on DM rats

Observation of the quality of wound healing promoted by different treatment on both DM rats and controls. Re-epithelialization was observed. Absence of epidermal & dermal organization was found in DM rats with Sanqi external application. Whether there was presence of tissue granulation was also evaluated. Both Inflammatory tissue and granular layer were not found on rats.

Non-diabetic rats’ wounds recover better than diabetic rats’ wounds by 7% in terms of wound quality assessment. For high Sanqi dosage in Alginate, non-diabetic rats’ wounds recover better than diabetic rats’ wounds by 13% in terms of wound quality assessment (Figure 3a-b).

These results imply that external application of Sanqi on wounds of type 1 diabetes condition in rats could result in good healing quality (Figure 3). The wound healing quality enhancement induced by external application of Sanqi is more significant in non-DM rats.

Discussion

Foot ulcers are commonly found on DM patients. Diabetes was the 10th cause of death & accounted for 0.9% of all deaths in Hong Kong.
Kong in 2014 and it was the 7th cause of death and impacted 9.3% of population in US in 2012. By 2030, it is estimated that more than 550 million people around the world will have diabetes. Approximately 25% of these diabetic patients will develop foot ulcers. DM patients with foot ulcers generally suffer from delayed wound healing due to poor blood circulation and infections. However, wound dressings for effective healing were rarely available in market.

There are increasing research reports on traditional Chinese medicines according to their active components and chemical structures. Sanqi is the main ingredient of the well-known patent medicine Yunnan Baiyao, which was first marketed in 1902 and remains a favorite emergency remedy for acute bleeding disorders [6]. Increasing experimental and clinical research is being conducted on the medicinal effects of Sanqi in recent years, confirming the wide variety of actions ascribed to the plant in traditional herb primers [7]. However, past work focusing on the search and separating the active molecules in herbs and the effect in vitro [11]. The effect of Sanqi on wound healing in vivo is still remained unknown [12]. Our current animal study demonstrated that after two weeks of Sanqi external application, higher speed and better quality of wound healing occurred on both DM rats and non-DM rats (Figures 2 & 3). Wounds of DM rats with Sanqi external application, healed in similar rate of non-DM rats with Alginat (Figure 1). Evidences were provided that Sanqi ability to treat the issue of poor blood circulation.

Besides, suggesting Sanqi for external application, the anti-microbial ability of the herbal dressing is concerned. Since moist and clean environment is essential for wound healing. The antimicrobial ability based on the Standard Plate Count (SPC) shown that that alginat demonstrated excellent antimicrobial ability and Sanqi had high antimicrobial ability among all herbs tested.

In summary, our findings suggested that external application of Sanqi, might enhance the efficiency of wound healing on DM patients and improve the wound healing quality in non-DM patients. These results warrant further investigations on the major active components responsible for the healing effects so as to develop effective therapeutic treatment on wound healing especially in diabetic patients.
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